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HUNTSMAN AUTOMOTIVE 
ACOUSTICS SOLUTIONS

At Huntsman we are committed to 

developing products that can help 

address some of the world’s biggest 

sustainability challenges. Working 

closely with our customers, we create 

MDI-based products and systems 

that can help conserve energy, reduce 

consumption of precious natural 

resources, and increase overall comfort 

and wellbeing.

For the automotive industry, we offer 

a variety of innovative polyurethane-

based systems – including a portfolio 

of advanced acoustics technologies 

that can help make vehicle journeys 

smoother, quieter and more 

comfortable.

With an in-depth understanding of 

the acoustic requirements of original 

equipment manufacturers and tier one 

suppliers, our automotive team offers:

•  A broad platform of advanced 

acoustics technologies for the 

automotive industry

•·  Individual products optimized 

for specifi c automotive acoustic 

applications

•  Acoustics systems designed to 

deliver superior noise and vibration 

dampening at a lower bulk and weight

•  Products that can help improve 

production effi ciencies and lower 

overall part costs 

•  Acoustic materials that can help 

manufacturers meet industry 

regulations and emission targets

•  Specialist technical support on global 

technology transfer programs

•  In-house R&D capabilities including 

process replication and chemical/

acoustics modeling.Quiet - Light - Fast - Clean

ACOUSTIFLEX ®

The 
comfort 
of silence
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Innovative automotive acoustics solutions

We are a leading developer of innovative, polyurethane-based, acoustics solutions for the automotive 
industry. Under our established ACOUSTIFLEX® brand, we offer a range of polyurethane products that 
deliver excellent performance in automotive acoustics and noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) applications.

Our ACOUSTIFLEX® products provide a distinct combination of traits when it comes to transmission loss and 
acoustic absorption. Specifi cally, they enable the production of automotive components that are lightweight; 
offer good thermal performance; have ultra-low emission levels; and can be formulated to meet fi re and/or 
acoustic requirements – depending on customer needs and original equipment manufacturer specifi cations.

ACOUSTIFLEX
®

VEF+   viscoelastic system used to foam back carpets

ACOUSTIFLEX
®

HR+   low density, high resilience system used to foam back 
sound insulation components

ACOUSTIFLEX
®

HR BIO   low density, high resilience system with bio-content 
used to foam back sound insulation components

INSULATION

  FEATURES AND BENEFITS

•  Improved low frequency behavior 

(compared to standard HR foam)

• Optimized shot weight

• Fast cycle time

•  Enables a reduction in damping pad size /thickness

• System supply

• Excellent vibration damping

• Potential to reduce overall part costs

• Increased plant effi ciency

•  Opportunity to reduce overall part weight

•  Low emissions (no amine emissions) while maintaining 

physical performance.

  FEATURES AND BENEFITS

• Optimized shot weight

• Fast cycle time

• High quality foam with excellent physical properties

• System supply

• Potential to reduce overall part cost

• Increased operational effi ciency

• Reduced rejects/scrap and repair rate

• Opportunity to reduce tooling costs.

  FEATURES AND BENEFITS

A bio-based MDI PU fl exible foam, combining the low 

frequency insulation of a visco elastic foam with the good 

higher frequency performance of a high resilience foam. 

The bio-based foam was developed to deliver fast cycle 

times, delivering high production effi ciency.
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ACOUSTIFLEX
®

E    elastomeric RIM heavy layer technology for fl oor mats

ACOUSTIFLEX
®

ES    elastomeric spray heavy layer technology for 
insulation mass layer

MASS LAYER (Mineral filled elastomeric heavy layer)

  FEATURES AND BENEFITS

•  Good selectivity and thickness control

•  Good ability to realize 3D complex shapes

• Good abrasive resistance

• Improved acoustic properties of fi nal parts

•  Minimal material wastage

•  Less wear vs. competitive materials.

  FEATURES AND BENEFITS

•  Selective placement and thickness control of 

heavy layer

•  Good ability to realize 3D complex shapes, with vertical 

spray capabilities

•  Minimal over-spray

•  Opportunity to attain high mineral fi ller content

• Potential to reduce overall part costs

• Increased operational effi ciency

• Reduced rejects/scrap and repair rate

• Opportunity to reduce tooling costs.
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ACOUSTIFLEX
®

S    block foam for semi-rigid, acoustic absorbers for engine bay 
applications

ACOUSTIFLEX
®

S NBR    thermoformable semi-rigid foam for Lightweight 
Absorbers (LWA) in engine compartments

ABSORPTION

CAPABILITIES

  FEATURES AND BENEFITS

•   Excellent acoustic absorption

•   Tunable fi re performance

•   Consistent quality

•   Low capital cost set up

•  Optimized part weight reduction

•   Highly durable/maintains acoustic performance

•  Easier OEM installation

•  Semi-rigid foam structure.

  FEATURES AND BENEFITS

• Superior sound absorption

•  Excellent thermoforming for complex and customized 

designs

•  Low density for reduced component weight

•  Consistently high mechanical properties and fi nished 

product quality

•  Self-supporting for faster assembly

•  Self-extinguishing or non-burning fl ammability 

requirements

•  Optimized, cost-effi cient production.

Modeling 
-  In-house acoustics competency and state-of-the art 

acoustics measurement and modeling techniques
-  Experts in understanding chemical-acoustic relationship.

Analytical testing 
-  Emission testing and characterization
-  Performance and aging testing. 

Application development
-  Application development and troubleshooting
-  Specifi c customer development projects
-  Machine hall capabilities.
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EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS
Huntsman Polyurethanes
Everslaan 45
B-3078 Everberg Belgium
Telephone: +32 2 758 9211
polyurethanes_eu@huntsman.com

For more information on ACOUSTIFLEX®  
polyurethane foam system:
Contact a Huntsman representative or visit our 
website at www.huntsman.com/polyurethanes

About Huntsman:
Huntsman Corporation is a publicly traded global 
manufacturer and marketer of differentiated and 
specialty chemicals with 2018 revenues more than 
$9 billion. Our chemical products number in the 
thousands and are sold worldwide to manufacturers 
serving a broad and diverse range of consumer 
and industrial end markets. We operate more than 
75 manufacturing, R&D and operations facilities in 
approximately 30 countries and employ approximately 
10,000 associates within our four distinct business 
divisions.
For more information about Huntsman, please visit 
the company’s website at www.huntsman.com.

Huntsman Polyurethanes warrants only that its 
products meet the specifi cations agreed with the 
buyer. Typical properties, where stated, are to be 
considered as representative of current production 
and should not be treated as specifi cations.
While all the information and recommendations in 
this publication are to the best of our knowledge, 
information and belief accurate at the date of 
publication, NO GUARANTY, WARRANTY OR 
REPRESENTATION IS MADE, INTENDED OR IMPLIED 
AS TO THE CORRECTNESS OR SUFFICIENCY 
OF ANY INFORMATION OR RECOMMENDATION 
OR AS TO THE MERCHANTABILITY, SUITABILITY 
OR FITNESS OF ANY PRODUCTS FOR ANY 
PARTICULAR USE OR PURPOSE.
IN ALL CASES, IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE 
USER TO DETERMINE THE APPLICABILITY OF 
SUCH INFORMATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
AND THE SUITABILITY OF ANY PRODUCT FOR 
ITS OWN PARTICULAR PURPOSE. NOTHING IN 
THIS PUBLICATION IS TO BE CONSTRUED AS 
RECOMMENDING THE INFRINGEMENT OF ANY 
PATENT OR OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
RIGHT AND NO LIABILITY ARISING FROM ANY 
SUCH INFRINGEMENT IS ASSUMED.
NOTHING IN THIS PUBLICATION IS TO BE VIEWED 
AS A LICENCE UNDER ANY INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY RIGHT.
Products may be toxic and require special precautions 
in handling. The user should obtain Safety Data 
Sheets from Huntsman Polyurethanes and Huntsman 
Performance Products containing detailed information 
on toxicity, together with proper shipping, handling 
and storage procedures, and should comply with 
all applicable safety and environmental standards. 
Hazards, toxicity and behavior of the products 
may differ when used with other materials and are 
dependent on the manufacturing circumstances or 
other processes. Such hazards, toxicity and behavior 
should be determined by the user and made known 
to handlers, processors and end users.

ACOUSTIFLEX® is a registered trademark of 
Huntsman Corporation or an affi liate thereof in one or 
more, but not all, countries.

© Copyright 2019. Huntsman Corporation or an 
affi liate thereof. All rights reserved.

1059-2019V1 www.huntsman.com/polyurethanes
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